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NEWS TIPS
REDEFINING NORMAL PART OF POST-SEPT.ll AMERICA, SAYS UD PROFESSOR
Tom Rueth knew life for most Americans was returning to "normal" after the Sept. 11
attacks when a recent comic strip made light of the subject.
"It was a Lockhorns strip - the husband is sitting in front of the TV drinking his beer
and his wife is giving him the evil eye," recalls Rueth, who chairs the University of Dayton's
department for counselor education and human services. "He says to his wife: 'Well, the
president told us to get on with our lives."'·

Rueth agrees with the president, for the most part.
"A return to the ways things were before this tragedy is a good thing, but not a complete
return," says Rueth, who specializes in crisis intervention and post traumatic stress disorder.
"Now is a good time to redefine what normalcy means to us."
Renewed patriotism, a sense of community, acts of charity, a renewed sense of what is
important- "we're seeing these qualities fade as Sept. 11 gets further away," Rueth says.
"There's less flag waving, less charity. We should find it in our hearts to hold onto them and
remember how good they made us feel."
Rueth says the coming New Year would be a good time to set personal goals versus
traditional resolutions, in light of the terrorist attacks and war in Afghanistan.
"I think we need to set personal goals- not resolutions- based on what we've learned
and felt from all of this," he says. "Goals are different than resolutions. A resolution would be to
be a better person, a goal would be to check in on your elderly neighbor to see if he's all right.
Resolutions are lofty and seldom last while goals can be set each day and are very attainable."
Another way to reinvigorate "normalcy," Rueth says, is to embrace the antithesis of the
terrorists' ruthlessness. "These terrorists displayed a powerful motivation of hate for America.
Ask yourself, 'Do I love as much as terrorists hate? What can I do to put my values in the front
of my actions?' The answers to these questions will provide a more spiritual, fulfilling normalcy
than what we had before Sept. 11."
For media interviews, contact Tom Rueth at home (937) 434-2558, at work (937)
229 3688 or via e.:.mail at rueth@udayton.edu.
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CAN WE TAKE A HOLIDAY BREATHER FROM TERROR?
MAYBE, BUT ANXIETY MAY LINGER, SAYS UD COUNSELOR

The New Year holiday seems to be coinciding with the wrap.: up of phase one of the U.S.
war on terrorism. The Taliban is routed, and bin Laden's days seem numbered. Can this be an
opportunity to .take a deep breath after a long autumn of worry, anxiety, paranoia, high alert
and insomnia and realize that many of us are not in harm's way, we still have the blessings we
appreciated last year and terrorists are not lurking around every corner with vials of anthrax?
Can the New Year give us a natural starting point for a new perspective on daily life
post-Sept. 11?
"New Year's is a natural time of renewal," said Steve Mueller, director of counseling and
health services at the University of Dayton. "This year, New Year's resolutions or commitments
might have a little more meaning. People have looked at the fragility of life, and more people
are talking about doing the best they can each day."
But college counseling centers around the country are reporting an increased number of
visits this year over last.
"It may take more than having anthrax out of the news for a few days," Mueller says.
"There's this feeling of free-floating anxiety for some folks yet. For people with a heightened
sense of anxiety, the news of continuing threats may lower that threshold even more. It's very
individualized and depends on how much you have been impacted by the events."
He expects Christmas commercialization will give way to a more spiritual view of the
season. "Definitely during this Christmas season people will reconnect with the spiritual side of
things. Church attendance is up nationwide. People are looking deeply at the meaning of life,
which we tend to do at Christmas anyway, but this year it seems more so. Of course, the public
message is to keep spending, that spending is an American duty, so there's a mixed message
out there too."
On the bright side? "People are more aware of who they are, what they are doing and
why," Mueller said. "We're asking these questions more than we were before. We're trying to
get in touch with something larger than ourselves. That's a potential silver lining."
For media interviews, contact Steve Mueller at (937) 229-3141 or via e-mail at
steven.mueller@notes.udayton.edu.

